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Though the idea of sub-critical electronuclear reactors has long been 

created (see, e.g., a review [1]), for several decades the electronuclear 

systems were considered only as breeders for a production of plutonium 

or U233 in targets with natural or depleted uranium or thorium and with 

a multiplication coefficient Kef 1 ~ 1. It was supposed that each such a 

breeder should supply by nuclear fuel several nuclear plants. Theoreti

cal modeling and experiments have shown that an optimal energy of the 

bombarding particles is about 1 GeV because at other energies the "en

ergy cost" of the produced neutron increases, especially due to a rapid 

growth of ionization losses at lower· energies. For example, if the esti

mated energy spent at E = 1 GeV on the production of one neutron in 

a very large (practically infinite) natural uranium target is E / Nn ~ 9.6 

MeV, this value reaches already about 18 MeV at E = 0.4 GeV and 45 

MeV at E = 0.2 GeV. A shifting to higher energies leads to a significant 
. ' 

increase in capital cost of the accelerator. 

The physical and economical estimations have shown that the elec

tronuclear breeding is an excellent method to utilize the natural uranium 

and thorium 1
. However, progress on this way is restrained by a. necessity 

to use accelerators with very intense beams"" 100 rnA when we encounter 

both a lot of pure technical problems and serious difficulties stimulated 

by the demand of the radiation safety. 

The idea of using sub-critical systems has been rehabilitated by c: 
Rubbia who proposed to confine oneself to a closed scheme "one accel

erator - one reactor" when the electronuclear setup, without no ad

ditional breeding, produces energy and incinerates its radioactive long

living waste. Such an approach allows one to reduce the beam intensity 

by an order and is not far to the region of the already assimilated proton 

1 Such a conclusion was a results of a permanent seminar of specialists from several 

Russian and Ukrainian institutes which took place in Obninsk under leadership of P. 

L. Kirillov in early 70s. The seminar prepared a memorandum which initiated the 

regular investigation of the electronuclear problem in former Soviet lJnic·n and later 
on in Russia. 
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currents. By that, as before, the energy of 1 GeV is considered as an 

optimal one. The recent expt::riment by Rubbia ~et al. with a reactor in 

a proton heatil [4, 5) has confirmed that the relative (per an unity of the 

consumed energy) heat production and the neutron yield are maximal 

at 1 GeV indeed. However, in sub-critical systems the main contribu~ 
tion to the heat and neutron production is due to the low-energy fission 

and the ionization losses are not so ·impurtant as in the case of small 

Kef/· For instance, at the bombarding proton ·energy E = 100 MeV 

where about 9.5 % of the energy is transformed into the ionization losses 

the relative energy gaintl.Q/ E = IQ(E)- Elf E is, nevertheless, several 

times greater the unity. As it is seen from Fig. 1, a shifting from E = 1 

GeV toE= 0.5 GeV decreases the value of D..Qf E only about on 5%. A 

rapid abatement takes place only at E=0.2GeV. 

In Fig. 1 typical values of the correction factor of the proton beam 

intensity n(E) = Q(lGeV)/Q(E) compensating the decrease ofthe heat 

generation in comparison with that at E = 1 GeV are shown. Since, 

in contrast to the high energies, in the regiou' of several hundred MeV 

the beam intensity can be enlarged in dozens times (especially by us

ing of several beams for one target, see below), the use of low-energy 

accelerators in electronuclear setups seems advantageous. 

The conclusion of the paper [4) that E ~ 0.3 GeV is a threshold for 

the spallation processes seems to be too rough. The number of spallation 

particles at those energies is indeed rather small, however, a generation 

of particles in the process of an evaporation of excited compound-nuclei 

which are created due to at~ absorption 'of fast particles developing in the 

target remains significant (for details see the monograph [6])~ Due to a 

multiplication of these particles in internuclear cascades the relative heat 

production Qf E at E = 0.2 Gev is only two times lower-.than at E = 1 

GeV: The conclusion of the paper [4) contradicts the numerous cascade 

calculations and the experimental measurements for thin and' thick ura

nium and leaden targets. 
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Fig, 1. Dependence of the relative energy gain D.Q· = IQ(E)- Elf E (solid 

curve) a~d the correction factor of proton. curr·ent n(E) (dashed curve) on 

the bombarding pr~ton eriergy E. The calc~lation have been done for· the 

electronuclear syst~m designed i~ JINR on 'the. ba;i.9 ~~ the core of the im~ 
pulse plutonium reactor IBR-30. [2, 3}. C~efficie~t 'cit 'r1.eutron multipli~ation 
1\eff = 0.943 ± 0.003. 

An electronuclear setup combining the plutonium reactor and the 

proton accelerator with the energy E = 0.66 GeV and curr~nt :3.2 t-tA is 

beeing designed at JINR. Though, the proton en~rgy is one third smaller 

than. the "optimal" one E = l.GeV, the_ decrease of the energy gain is 

only :3 %. The use a quarter of the.proton be;un intensity by !{.,!! = 0.94 

allows one to have a heat power about JO.kW [3] whi~h can.be remov~d 

- by·an aerial cooling. In order to avoid any alteration~ of qu~ r;1dioactive 
. . . 

core of the available reactor. the: core in the new setup.1will pe ma~le ,of 

. two identical parts disjoined by a steel plate _with uranium-molybdenum 

insert- in its.center. :This plane segment substitutes the revolving disk of - . .-

the working now impulsereactor. The uranium (23?U) in the cente~.of 
this detail is necessary to increase the coefficient Kef! of the sdup. Tlw 
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beam of the accelerated protom; is brought into tlw edge of tlw segment. 

•Estiniation of the thermal loads Of various components oLthc• desigrwd 

·setup have shown that they do not exceed.the.·critical values and can be 

raJ)idly decreased by means of a decrease of the' proton· current. By_ the 

proposed value Kef! = 0.94 the setup is a safety sub-critical assembly 

and do not need a special systein of emergency safeguard. 

During several years in our Institute an accelerator sy~tt·m for an 

industrial electronuclear power plant with a thermal power :3 _GW has 

been designed [7]. It includes 10 warm 28 MeV injector isochron~us 

cyclotrons and an 240 MeV separated orbit cyclotron (SOC) with 10 

floor superconducting magnet system and 12 rf cavities producing I 0 

separate 10 mA proton beams. Primary this SOC \~as as.st;r·t~ed, to: be 

used as a booster for a mai_n ~uperconducting 1 GeV SOC. The developed 

idea to usf' low-energy proton bearm; in electronuclear setups allows one 

· to manage without tlw later mashine. · That .four times •decreases tlw 

complt~~ity arid the cosfanc!'of the accelerator system. ' - ' ' 

The 6 em neighboring orbit separation at the final' enH·gy in' ihjt>ctor 

cyclotrons i~ achieved by tlw application of 6 dees with 120 fk:V ;unplitude 

of accelerating tensi~n' 0;1 eacl1 one. The ~arm 'rf c~~iti;~ in the 240 

MeV cycl.otron~.re similar to tlw ,used atSIN. f~"t·xcit~'tlw acn;ierating 

tension in a cavity one needs approxi~nat~ly 100 kW power\vit:II(nrt the 

beam load and 2. MW at the operati'ng beam current. So,. the efficiency 

of the rf power using is 95 %. The energy gain per turn is up l.o () MeV, 

so the .turn separations are 5 em arid great~r: ' . . 
_The bending and focusing of the proton beam ,in the 240 MeV SOC 

• • ' ' • < • • • • • -. : ~ -.: •• 

are provided by superconducting-dipole and quadrupole magul't:;. of syn-
.' •• , .• ' •.• :· • ,. ' • >. • •• •' :·:t 

chrotron type with 25 min apertures and low magnetic field formed by 

. stt~el yokes [8]: -'For ex'a:u~ple; thefield in a dipole rilagnet iJ !:2 T.;This 

type of SC magnets was successfully u~ei.i. in Dubna a:t the constmction 

of .JINR Nnclotron.. 
1 

Tlw superconducting magnets form a flat spiral mag1ietic road.· In 

SOC there an• 10 such roads plared on one anotlwr. The magnl'l. slrnc-. . -

!) 



ture has 16 FODO cells per turn. All superconducting magnds art> as

sembled in 64 LHe cryostats placed between the rf cavities. Their Psti

mated heat leaks of a cryostat is 10 W at LHe temperature, i.t~. about 

1 MW on the electrical system for all magnets or lower than I % of the 

total beam power. 
The desigrwd cyclotron facility is more compact than any linae, it is 

much cheaper and reliably in the operation. The.division of th·~ required 

very intensive beam into 10 separate channels at the start of the accel

eration provides stable operation of the facility and its ftexib!f' control. 
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EaparneHKOB B.C., llleJJ:aes M.A. 
3neicrpojf)lepHbie ycmmTeJJ:lf 3Hepmli 
C Hlf3K03HepreTlflleCKlfMlf npoTOHHblMlf ll)"'KaMlf 

E2-98-137 

11CllOJib30BaHlfe B 3JieKTpOjf)lepHblX YCTaHOBKaX npOTOHHblX ycKOpliTeJieH 
c :mepmeii 200-300 MsB npe,ncTaBJUieTC.H npe.nnoqrnreJibHbiM no cpasHeHlfiO c BLI
crynaiOllllfMlf cero,nH.H B poJilf cpasopliTOB 6onee CJIO:lKHbiMlf If .nopomMlf MaiUlfHaMlf 
C 3Hepmeii 1 fsB. 3To ll03BOJilfT COJ,naBaTb 6onee npOCTbie 3JieicrpOjf)lepHble 
ycTaHOBKlf (B TOM qlfcJie )lJI.H 6e30DaCHOfO If 3KOHOMlfqeCKlf BblfO.Z.HOfO Bbi:KHraHlf.H 
HaKanJilfBaiOmeroc.H Ha A3C nJIJTOHlf.H) If 03HaqaeT, cpaKTlfqecKlf, HOBYIO CTpaTemiO 
3JieKTpOjf)lepHOH TeXHOJIOmlf. flepcneKTlfBbl lfCllOJib30BaHlf.H Hlf3K03HepreTlfqeCKlfX 
ycKopliTeJJ:eii lfJIJIIOCTplipJIOTC.II Ha npliMepe 3JieKTpo.s~.nepHoro o6opy,nosaHlf.H, npo
eKTlipyeMoro B )ly6He. 

Pa6oTa BblllOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOplili BbiqlfCJilfTeJJ:bHOii TeXHlfKlf If aBTOMaTlf-
3aUlflf 0115111. 
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The use of proton accelerators with energy 200-300 MeV in subcritical 
electronuclear systems seems more preferable in comparison with more complicated 
and expensive mashines with energy about I GeV, which are considered as favorite 
now. Such an approach allows one to build comparative simple electronuclear plants, 
in particular, for a safety and profitable incineration of plutonium from power 
plants and spells, in fact, a new strategy of electronuclear technology. Potentialities 
of the use of low-energy· accelerators are illustrated by an electronuclear 
arrangements designed now in Dubna. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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